The phase evolution inside Fe-sheathed wires containing precursor powders consisting of a mixture of Mg and B has been studied in situ by means of x-ray diffraction with hard synchrotron radiation (90 keV). Mg was found to disappear progressively during the heating stage. At 500
Introduction
The discovery of superconductivity in MgB 2 [1] resulted in a tremendous activity in the development of superconducting wires and tapes based on this promising material [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In spite of very encouraging early results, improvements of the critical current density, irreversibility field and thermal stability are still required before MgB 2 -based conductors can become a viable alternative to superconducting wires and tapes based on other materials [10] . To reach this objective, an indepth understanding of the interplay between the processing parameters and the performances of the superconducting core of the ceramic-metal composite conductor is necessary.
Previous work dealing with (Bi, Pb) 2 Sr 2 Ca 2 Cu 3 O 10 /Ag tapes has demonstrated that hard x-rays are a valuable probe for studying in situ the phase transformations and microstructure evolution occurring during heat treatment in a ceramic that is clad inside a metal sheath [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Recently, Baranov et al [19] used synchrotron radiation to study the formation of MgB 2 under pressure from various precursor powder mixtures containing Mg and B or BN. They found a dependence between the applied pressure and the temperature at which the MgB 2 phase starts forming.
We performed in situ investigations of phase development inside Fe-sheathed wires under normal pressure. The formation of MgB 2 and MgO as well as the progress of the ceramic-sheath interface reaction can be followed during the heat treatment without the need for removing the sheath material, in spite of the strong diffraction contribution resulting from the presence of Fe.
Experimental details
Commercial Mg (average particle size ≈30 µm, 99.8% purity) and B (≈1 µm, amorphous, 90% purity, Mg content 5%) powders from Alfa Aesar were mixed in the appropriate ratio and homogenized by ball milling for 10 min. The powder was packed in an Fe tube (outer diameter 4.5 mm, wall thickness 0.75 mm), which was then deformed by rotary swaging followed by two-axial rolling into rectangular wires of 1.24 mm × 1.24 mm cross-section.
The measurements were conducted at the DESY-HASYLAB synchrotron facility on beamline BW5 with a 90 keV incident beam. Details on the experimental set-up and data analysis may be found in a previous publication [12] . Short pieces of wires (2 cm length) were clamped in a steel holder inserted in a quartz tube. The sample holder assembly was placed in a high-temperature furnace equipped with Kapton windows and a stainless steel heat shield with holes for beam entrance and exit. The samples were maintained in a flow of Ar ( 0.5 ppm residual O 2 ) during the runs. Small pieces of Ta foil were placed in the bottom part of the sample space to act as an oxygen getter. A heating rate of 200
• C h −1 was used to reach the annealing temperature. A thermometer was situated close to the samples and the temperature was stable within 0.5
• C for 3 h long dwells at annealing temperatures of 650, 700 and 780
• C respectively. Previous studies on wires from the same preparation batch showed that the T c of the MgB 2 phase (37.5 ± 0.5 K) and the normalized resistance of the wires are not affected by the heat treatment temperature in this range [20] . However, the absolute value of the normal state resistivity of the wires increases slightly with the heat treatment temperature due to the formation of a thicker Fe 2 B layer at the sheath-ceramic interface [21] .
A beam cross-section of 1 × 1 mm 2 was chosen to probe the ceramic core throughout the diameter of the wire. Absorption scans were used to position the samples in the beam. Diffraction patterns were recorded on a twodimensional image plate and evaluated using the fit2d software package [22] . The intensity of the signal was normalized to the x-ray beam current value, which varies with time during the experiment.
Results and discussion

MgO formation
As shown in figure 1 for the run at 700
• C, the intensity of the Mg diffraction lines is already decreasing during the heating stage at low temperatures. This decrease is partly due to enhanced lattice vibrations and may be accounted for by use of the Debye-Waller factor determined by Haskel et al [23] . The corrected values are plotted versus temperature in the inset of figure 1. Up to T ≈ 100
• C, the intensity of the Mg reflections is nearly constant within the experimental accuracy, but above this value, a clear linear decrease is observed, which most probably results from a chemical process. The rate of crystalline Mg disappearance accelerates significantly around T = 450
• C and at T ≈ 650 • C, the intensity of the Mg diffraction lines suddenly vanishes, as expected from the melting point of the metal (651
• C). The vapour pressure of Mg is relatively high even in the solid state, but it is not high enough to account for the progressive disappearance of the phase below its melting temperature (1-3 mm Hg at 651
• C [24] ). Evaporation through the open ends of the wire cannot be completely ruled out but it is not expected to be the main reason for the disappearance of Mg. In fact, under constant temperature conditions, slow Mg evaporation only occurs above 400-550
• C [25] [26] [27] [28] under 1 atm of Ar, N 2 air or O 2 (350
• C in high vacuum [29, 30] ), whereas we observe that Mg is already starting to disappear from at least 100
• C during a heating ramp with a rate of 200
• C h −1 . Since metallic Mg is prone to oxidation, even in the presence of very low oxygen partial pressures, the formation of MgO might explain the decreasing intensity of the Mg diffraction lines. However, detecting MgO in diffraction patterns is not an easy task in the present system, because of the very few diffraction lines accessible within the angular range covered by the experimental set-up, i.e. At this position, a faint peak is observed even prior to heat treatment. The intensity of this peak is plotted as a function of temperature in figure 2. It starts to increase significantly from T = 575 ± 15
• C. The position of the peak follows a linear displacement towards larger d-spacing values up to T ≈ 575
• C at a rate corresponding to the thermal expansion of MgO. However, above this temperature, the centre of mass of the peak departs from a linear thermal expansion behaviour and reaches values close to the expected position for the (101) reflection of MgB 2 . Therefore, it is concluded that the phase forming at T 575 • C during the heating ramp is MgB 2 . Checking the intensity evolution of other MgB 2 reflections that have a lower relative intensity but are free from overlap, we confirm that extended MgB 2 formation starts around 575
• C. This reaction contributes therefore to the consumption of Mg below 650
• C. On the other hand, it appears that a small amount of MgO was already present in the starting powder. The intensity of the (200) reflection of MgO is difficult to follow at T 500 • C, because it lies in the tail of a large Fe diffraction line, which induces a relatively high background at its position.
The second most intense MgO reflection ((220), relative intensity ≈50%) overlaps with the (103) reflection of Mg. Accordingly, its intensity cannot be followed independently •, 780
• C. For clarity, standard deviations have been indicated for one sample only. Inset: position of the centre of the diffraction peak versus temperature (sample annealed at 700
• C). Dotted line: calculated d-spacing value of the MgO(200) reflection using the thermal expansion coefficient from [31] ; dashed line: calculated d-spacing value of the MgB 2 (101) reflection using the thermal expansion coefficient from [32] .
during the heating stage. However, as evidenced in figure 3 , a plot of the normalized intensity versus temperature of the convolution of these two reflections shows a departure from a linear decrease at a temperature close to 450
• C. The intensity does not reach zero even above the melting temperature of Mg. This is in contrast with the behaviour of all other observable Mg reflections and indicates that the MgO(220) reflection contribution to the integrated intensity becomes more and more significant from T ≈ 450
• C, which in turn corresponds to the enhanced Mg consumption rate as observed using nonoverlapping Mg reflections (figure 1). The sharp intensity drop around 600
• C in figure 3 may be attributed to the increased Mg consumption rate due to MgB 2 formation and melting of the remaining solid Mg, whereas the increase above 700
• C probably reflects the continuing formation of MgO after all the solid Mg has disappeared. This observation shows that MgO forms at lower temperatures than MgB 2 (T = 450
• C versus 575
• C) during the heating ramp used for reaching the reaction-sintering temperature of MgB 2 -based wires and suggests that Mg oxidation plays a significant role in the progressive disappearance of Mg. The above data cannot however explain the decrease of the Mg intensities at T 450
• C, because the integrated intensity of the (103) reflection of Mg decreases at the same rate as the intensity of all other observable Mg reflections. In fact, if crystalline MgO was forming at T < 400
• C, one would expect a lower apparent rate for the decrease of the Mg(103) reflection.
Studying the surface oxidation of Mg single crystals in air from room temperature to 400
• C, Fournier et al [26] observed that a very thin MgO layer is already forming at room temperature. The thickness of this layer increases with temperature and amounts to 4.3 nm after annealing at 400
• C for 15 min only. These authors also report a roughening of the MgO surface layer at 400
• C. Furthermore, a change in the oxidation kinetics of Mg has been observed by Gol'dshleger • C h −1 (sample annealed at 780 • C). Inset: similar data for the sample annealed at 700
• C but versus total heat treatment time.
and Amosov [27] around 560
• C for an atmosphere containing 1.2% O 2 in Ar.
A direct comparison of these results with our observations is difficult due to the large difference in experimental conditions. According to observations performed by scanning electron microscopy on a polished cross-section of an unreacted wire, the average grain size of the initial Mg particles is approximately 15 µm, with an aspect ratio between 2 and 10. The formation of a 4 nm MgO layer on the surface of grains with such a size would hardly account for more than 0.2% of the Mg consumption. However, the observations of Fournier et al [26] were performed on the surface of polished single crystals. After mechanical deformation, the surface of the Mg particles inside the wires is rough, resulting in an enhanced surface area, which should allow for a more extensive oxidation. An x-ray diffraction line profile analysis by means of the integral breadth method was carried out to estimate the coherent domain size of the Mg particles in the as-deformed wires, using the relation
where β is the integral breadth, ε is the strain, θ the Bragg scattering angle, λ the x-ray wavelength and d the average grain size of the coherent crystalline domains [33] . A value of 45±5 nm, independent of the crystallographic orientation, was found. If oxygen can diffuse to some extent along coherent domain boundaries within the macroscopic grains, a large amount of Mg might be converted to MgO during the heating ramp.
MgO layers of a few nanometres' thickness cannot be detected by our experimental technique. From 400
• C [26] or 550
• C [27] , slow evaporation of Mg is reported to result in a significant increase of the oxidation kinetics of Mg. If a similar effect is at play in our wires, it would explain the accelerating rate of the Mg disappearance and the detection of MgO from T ≈ 450
• C. The residual oxygen partial pressure in the Ar gas used for the present experiments (0.5 ppm) is much lower than that for the aforementioned studies on Mg oxidation [26, 27] . Furthermore, the Ta foil pieces added in the sample space close to the wires as well as the Fe sheath itself absorb a part of the residual oxygen as evidenced by a thin oxide layer formed on the surface of the wires and the Ta pieces. Kováč et al [34] already reported that a 30 min heat treatment at 950
• C in an argon atmosphere results in a non-negligible increase of the MgO phase content in wires prepared from pre-reacted MgB 2 powders. While it cannot be ruled out that residual oxygen in the argon atmosphere surrounding the samples may contribute to the formation of MgO, it is also possible that oxygen is already present inside the samples in relatively large amounts prior to the start of the heat treatment. According to Eyidi et al [35] , large amounts of oxygen (up to 10%) can be found even in wires heat treated in a reducing atmosphere of Ar/H 2 (5%). Oxygen might be incorporated in the samples to some extent during the preparation process when manipulations are performed in air. The Mg and B precursor powders are also likely to contain oxygen in the form of a thin surface corrosion layer, which is not necessarily detected by means of x-ray diffraction. We plan to perform similar studies under reducing or slightly oxidizing conditions in order to check for a possible influence of the Mg losses and MgO formation behaviour.
Fe 2 B formation
It has been widely reported that a reaction layer forms during heat treatment at the Fe/MgB 2 interface in wires and tapes prepared both by the in situ [36] [37] [38] [39] and the ex situ [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] preparation routes.
As illustrated in figure 4 , Fe 2 B was readily detected in our diffraction measurements. Figure 5 depicts the evolution of the (020) reflection of this phase for the wires heat treated at 700 and 780
• C. Once the sintering temperature has been Figure 5 . Evolution of the Fe 2 B phase content during annealing at, , 700
• C and, •, 780
• C. The thickness is obtained by calibration with microscopic observations performed on polished cross-sections of the same samples after completion of the heat treatment.
reached, the increase of the Fe 2 B scattering volume is linear to a first approximation. This indicates that the interface layer does not act as a diffusion barrier against further reaction between the sheath and the ceramic core, at least up to the thickness of the Fe 2 B reaction layer formed during the present experiments. Comparing the Fe 2 B layer thickness as observed by microscopy on polished cross-sections of the samples after the in situ runs (figure 4) with synchrotron data recorded for the same samples, it is possible to relate the intensity of the Fe 2 B reflections to the actual thickness of the reaction layer. As appears from figure 5, the threshold thickness for detection of the Fe 2 B corresponds approximately to 150-200 nm. It is noteworthy that thicker reaction layers have been formed on similar samples during a heat treatment of 30 min at 600-750
• C during independent experiments [20] , showing that the fine details of the heat treatment schedule are likely to play a significant role in the development of the ceramic-metal interaction.
For both runs presented in figure 5 , the Fe 2 B phase is already forming during the heating ramp and is detected from T = 655 ± 5
• C. In the third in situ run, for which a sintering temperature of 650
• C was maintained, the intensity of the Fe 2 B reflection was not much higher than the intensity of the background noise during the 3 h spent at constant temperature. Figure 5 clearly illustrates that the use of lower heat treatment temperatures reduces the formation rate of Fe 2 B. However, other parameters, like the average particle size of the precursor powders, can have a strong influence on the interface reaction conditions. For instance, Fisher et al [37] reported that a 0.5 µm thin reaction layer formed after 3 h sintering at 500
• C when mechanically alloyed nanometre-sized precursors were used.
In samples prepared from pre-reacted MgB 2 (ex situ route), the formation of Fe 2 B occurs either through a direct reaction between Fe and MgB 2 or via a reaction between Fe and decomposition products of MgB 2 . The interface reaction layer typically forms at T 800 • C [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . Some authors even report no extended Fe 2 B formation up to 900
• C [46, 47] . We can therefore reasonably expect that the MgB 2 formed during our investigations does not react with the sheath during the 3 h sintering periods, at least up to 700
• C. •, 650 • C; and •, 780
• C. Figure 6 shows the time dependence of the MgB 2 (100) reflection intensity for the samples heated to 650 and 780
MgB 2 formation
• C. A similar behaviour was observed for the wire heated to 700
• C. Most of the MgB 2 phase forms during the end of the heating ramp and the first half hour at the annealing temperature. Afterwards, only a slight intensity increase is observed. The MgB 2 volume does not appear to decrease with time, even for a 3 h heat treatment at 780
• C, where a significant amount of Fe 2 B forms. This further suggests that, under the present experimental conditions, the Fe 2 B phase does not result from a direct reaction between MgB 2 and the Fe sheath. It is more likely that the Fe reacts with the unreacted B powder, which could not react with the Mg trapped as MgO. MgO was also detected in the wire annealed at 650
• C, but the Fe-B reaction is probably too slow at this temperature to result in a significant amount of Fe 2 B within 3 h. Mg oxidation and MgB 2 formation can be considered as two concurrent reactions. As long as the temperature is low enough to avoid a reaction between the Fe sheath and MgB 2 or its decomposition products, avoiding the formation of MgO would in principle help in preventing the formation of Fe 2 B by trapping B into the MgB 2 phase.
As reported above, the MgB 2 phase was found to form from about 575
• C, i.e. during the heating ramp. Since the heating rate was 200
• C h −1 , it is likely that the reaction between Mg and B started at a significantly lower temperature but with slower formation kinetics, in agreement with independent measurements on samples from the same batch [20] .
Summary and conclusions
The intensity of the Mg reflections significantly decreases during the heating stage from temperatures as low as 100
• C. The formation of MgO is evidenced from 450
• C and is probably the major factor causing the Mg disappearance during the heating stage up to 575
• C. The origin of the oxygen responsible for this effect is not clear. The inclusion of MgO nanoparticles in MgB 2 grains has been related to enhanced flux pinning capability [48] and the formation of MgO in the MgB 2 matrix may therefore be considered as an advantage. However, mastering this structural feature will require a thorough understanding of the MgO formation mechanism and a control of the oxygen source(s).
Extended MgB 2 phase formation occurs from 575
• C, i.e. below the melting point of metallic Mg. However, MgB 2 starts forming at higher temperatures than the MgO phase, which in turn could hamper the reaction leading to the formation of MgB 2 .
Formation of Fe 2 B was detected in the samples heat treated at 700 and 780
• C, but not those heat treated at 650
• C. Its formation appears to result from a direct interaction between the Fe sheath and elemental boron. The increase of the Fe 2 B layer thickness is linear to a first approximation, showing that the interfacial layer does not act as a diffusion barrier against further reaction between the sheath and the ceramic core. The detection limit for Fe 2 B corresponds to a layer thickness of 150-200 nm, making diffraction by hard x-rays a very interesting tool for the non-destructive, room temperature examination of the interface reaction in longer Fe-sheathed MgB 2 wires and tapes after heat treatment.
